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Senior Pict:ori·al
To Be Carroll's
.
Official Year Book

Her Majesty

In keeping with the announcement in the last i sue
of The Carroll A' ews, the senior cia s is preparing
to publish a senior year book under the able editorship of Bernard R. Sallot. This publication
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should prove to be a huge uccess, ~ince Sallot is assisted
by a very energetic staff of seniors, including Phil Lawton,
Charles Brennan, and James Osborne. The business staff
is headed by james F. \Vilson, acting as Business Manager, and aided by Thomas Corrigan, George Holzheimer,
and Frank Zehnder.
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Editor Sallot informs us that the staff has been working
earnestly for the pa t week. Although several titles are
now being considered, the plans for the book arc far out
of the beginning stage and contract for the printing has
recently been let to the Jud>on Printing Company, Cleveland. It is estimated that the year book will contain about
60 pages. The contract for the engraving was awarded to
the Pontiac Engraving and Electrotyping Company of
Chicago.

Price to Be

Miss Jean Park

2.00

Streak leers to
Seek Play-off
Berth Tonight

Since the work on the book is being advanced upon a strictly cash ba is, the
seniors, for whom the publication is being
made, are urged to get patrons as soon
as possible. Each senior should feel duty
bound to get :H least one patron. In order
to further advance the actual work, the
seniors hould subscribe for their copy Tho e two, new, shiny trophies
in the very ncar future. Even though in the soda fountain window will
this book is principally for the scniors,
3t<•Y there anoth..:r year the John
subscrip1ions from all students will be
Carroll
Univcr:;ity icers haye anywelcome. The book bas been very reathing
to
say about it.
:-onably priced at $2.00, which should
insure a large circulation.
Tuesday night at the Arena, the

if

All seniors who have not already had Streak - showed they meant busi-

ne ::; by swamping the lowly Fenn
College Foxe., 12-0-only two
goals short o( the record they set
The success of this book can only be se,·eral weeks ago-in the fir ·t
made possible through the cooperation game
the Ohio-Penn League,
of the eutire senior class. Each senior, we tern division playoffs. In the
their pictures taken !>hould take care of
this matter at the May Company's studio
at their carl icst convenience.

of

~fiss Jean Park of Ursuline College has
been named by Bernard R. Sallot, Chairman of this year's Prom, to act as queen
of the nineteenth annual Carroll Promenade. 1Iiss Park isJVice President of
the Senior Class at Ursuli ne, Editor of
the Ursuline Quill, a member of BookNook. an honorary E ·lish Sorority and
Chairman of Publicit 'pr the Ursuline
Sodality. Besides all o ~these activities,
Miss Park is engage 'lf practice teaching at Ursuline Wit: _mere Academy.
•ti:Yi au Art
She is majoring n
and she is described
being an ideal
student by Ursuline t ·hers.

It is well known aroun the school that
the Prom will be on the traditional date
again this year. That date is Easter
\Vednesday, April 12! There will be a
dinner, served in the typical Hotel Cleveland manner at eight p. m., and after
that the dancing will start under the
able leadership of George Hall and Dolly
( Colltinu~'d 011 Page 6)

rca!J,dng this, should put forth his best other encounter of the evening, Carefforts to make this 1939 year book the roll' · chief local rival, the Rese rve Red
• •
Cats, eliminated Case from the play- • • •
best book in the history of the school.
offs, thereby placing them in a position
to meet the Streaks to dec1de the west- The seniors have taken it upon themselves to publ$h a yearbook in spite
ern di,·ision championship.
of
the fact that the originally planned
Tue~day's stampede was marked by the
sparkling play of hu ky Fred Rancourt Annual had to be shelved because the
and Don 11eyers. Rancourt, mainstay tudents of Carroll were too lethargic
The RC\'. Edward .-\. v\'ucnschcl,
ss. of the team for the past two year s, to back it by signin contracts. This is
(Collli11ucd on Page 4)
R.. S.T.D., will deliver an illustrated
a laudable move on the part of the Senlecture on ''The Holy Shroud" in the
iors and they descrn. the support of the
Carroll auditorium on Tuesday, April 4.
entire
student body for their pictorial.
at 8:30 p. m. Father \\' ucnschel, Pro-

Editorial .

Noted Priest Will
Lecture Here April4
c.

fessor of Theology at the Redemptorist
~lona,tcry in E ·opus, l\"cw York, is uniycrsally recognized a_ an authority on
the Holy Shroud of Turin, Italy.
The lecture will be one of a 'cries of five
to be pre ented by Father \\' uenschcl in
Cle\·cland during the early part of April.
Tickets arc now available at fifty cents
each.

No.IO

Carroll Union Sets
Date For the First
Annual Stunt Night
Initiating an event already in popular vogue at
universities and colleges throughout the United
States, Carroll will introduce the first of a series
of annual Stunt Nites on Friday, April 21 in the
Carroll auditor ium. Stunt Nite will be open to all students,
their friends, and to the general public. After a varied
program ranging from musical and dramatic presentations
to straight comedy skits, the members of the audience will
dance on the auditorium floor to recorded music. A nominal admission of twenty-five cents for each person will
cover the incidental costs.
In a recent Carroll Union meeting, President Phil Lawton
appointed \Villiam T. Duffin general chairman of the Stunt
Nite committee for preparations. The class presiaents appointed chairmen for their individual divisions, instructing
their appointeesfto include as many men as possible from
their class, to make the event a true stu<lent activity.
James Osborne, Bernard Petty, Paul Clines, and Thomas
Corrigan are the chairmen of the senior, junior, sophomore,
and freshman classes respectively.

Union to Give Award

Frosh President
Names Dance
Committee

Plans include programs for each of the
sections in the competition, varying
from a minimum of twenty minutes to
a maximum of thirty minutes. The Carroll Union will award a trophy to the
class offering the best and most novel
program on Stunt Nite. This trophy
will take the forrr of a mem\ial plaque
o be exhibited (.in some
"~icuQt
Freshman Class President Rob- place in the ~dministratio
.,_.,
ert Trivison today announced th Thf: plaque \ 't ' beat · 1e tur .
cotnmittee for the annual Fresh- legend and th name of tlt.1 win;!~~
man Dance to be held this year class will be en aved on its lower sur·
face.
1
on May 19.
To safeguard the chances of the dif.
Chairman of the dance will be ferent groups competing, only one man
Thomas Corrigan. His committee will supervise the scripts. Bill Duffin,
the general chairman, will read and
consists of the followill¥ members censor the scripts and advise the conof the freshman class: Anthony testants. Each unit will prepare its
Byrne, John Manning, Joseph program secretly and hold private reRose, Frank Stanton, Don Seeley, hearsals in the gymnasium at specified times.
William Dagg, Kenneth Magri,
Impetus and ideas for the Stunt Nite
Italo Varano, Michael Hoynes, festivity started back in autumn in Carand William Jacoby. Trivison wilJ act roll Union meetings. These nebulous
as honorary chairman for the evening.
(Continued on Page 6)
The scene of the dance has not as yet
been determined. It is customary that
the yearlings' dance be held at a country club in the surrounding vicinity, at
popular prices. Last year's freshmen
s taged their affair at the Willowick Fourteen Carroll s tudents, as yet unCountry Club, to the music of the rap- named, will be delegates to the annual
idly-rising Gene Sullivan.
convention of the Ohio Students Sociology Association to be held at Ohio
State University in Columbus, Ohio,
on April 28 and 29.
The names of the students who will attend the convention will be announced
at the next meeting of the Sociology
I
Club, on April 17, James L. Redmond,
Carl 1- Giblin, Junior Class President, president of the club, stated yesterday.
yesterday met with several juniors who He added that the representatives are
had played basketball during their to be chosen from among the members
fre shman year but who, at that time of the society who have faithfully atwere not -awarded the customary num- tended the regular meetings. Redmond
erals. These juniors, resenting their is vice-president of the state associalack of freshman sweaters consulted tion, having been elected at last year's
with President Giblin in an effort to conclave. Charles poler, of Ohio Unienlist his well known aptitude for versity, is president for the current year.
prompt action under extraneous circumstances. Giblin, coming through The student association will convene
with the required prompt action and in joint session with the Ohio Valley
Teachers Sociology Association, which
deciding that the usual channels
will meet at the same time.
through which such procedures ordiThe
convention afferds undergraduate
narily pass would unnecessarily complicate things, immediately set to work students an opportunity to read papers
to order the required, long-delayed, on research work in sociology. Open
and almo~t forgotten numerals. Ac- discussions follow each reading.
cordingly, of the nine players to receive Paul F. Waldner will present a paper
sweaters, the three whose prompt ac- entitled "Child Labor Legislation in
tion enlisted the aid of Giblin, namely Ohio."
J_ Hunt, ]. Heffernan, and C. Gueme- A cross section of college work in sociolata, have been measured and their logy will be reviewed, and the activities
sweaters ordered. The remaining six of various sociological societies will be
who have not as yet received their reported. The Carroll delegation is to
sweaters will be presented with them make a report on its activity through
at an undetermined date.
James Redmond.

Gaul Assumes
Juniors Receive
Two 'y ears ago former Dean Bracken
Duties of Prefect said that he was opposed to the idea of Late Numerals
For the third time since September, Bernet Hall has a new prefect. Mr. Frank
Gaul. a ~istant coach and instructor in
phy~ical education, ~ucceeded 11r. Thoma
Connery, S.J_, in that office last ~Ionday.
:-rr. Connery, a Jesuit scholastic, surrendered the co-prefecture at the behest
of hi · superiors to rt:'turn to reg)llar life
in the Society oi Jesus, under the routine
customarily followed by Jesuit scholastics.
Mr. Connery will continue teaching history at Carroll, commuting daily from
St. Ignatiu:. on the West Side.

The Holy Shroud-Qnc of Christendom's
greatest relics-is believed to be the winding sheet in which Jesus Chri t was wrapped when He was taken down from the
cross. There are two life size figures
imprinted on the sheet, marked with the
traces of the wound in the Head, Hands,
Feet, and Side oi Christ. Thc>e figures.
it b claimed. are the imprints of the Body
Gaul alternates in the performance of the
of Christ, produced by the blood and
prefect's dutic~ with Father William ].
;,crum which is>ued irom His Body '' hilc
:\furphy,
S.J .. Dean oi 1-Ien and prefect
He repo~ed in the tomb.
of the ~tudent dormitory since its incepScientists of many nations and creeds tion four years ago. A former lightare of the opinion that the Shroud is heavyweight boxing champion at Notre
genuine. Currently running 111 The Cath- Dame, captain of the South Bend diaolic Um-.:crse B11fleti11 i a series of arti- mond squad, and quarterback of the Irish
cles written by Father \Vuenschel in eJe,·en which conquered Ohio State in an
which he gh·es a critical analysis oi thl' 18-1.3 thriller in 1935, Frank Gaul came
conilicting \'iew~ that arc held concern- to Carroll in 19.36 as a"sbtant to Tom
ing the authenticity of the Holy Shroud. Conley, imlncoliately after graduation.

a yearbook becau~c he knew that the
classes following th Class of '38 would
not support the ~l-llture. It was shown

this year that forn · r Dean Bracken was
right. The senior realize what he meant
and since the An a! has been shelved
they realize their mbtake. They are
trying in the best way possible to make
up for that mbrake by getting behind
this pictorial in a b dy, and showing Fr.
Bracken that they can and will support
a yearbook.
T/r,• Carroll- ·,"WsTecls that "it would be
well for the juniors, sophomores and
freshmen to help the seniors as much
a' they can by ~ igning thei r contract:;
for the ) ear book immediately. They
hould remember that sometime they
too will be .-;eniors and t11at they too
will want an Annual or pictorial. The
succesR of this year':; pictorial will determine whe hc:r r not they ha,·c one
when they are ~em ors .

Carroll Students To
Attend Convention

,
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By Medard Nolan and John Dowling
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St. Patrick's Day offered a brief respite from
the exigencies of Lent. Carroll's coterie in the
parade was small, but the participants enjoyed
themselves then and later at various parties and
dances. The March 17 festivities provided the
sole interlude of celebrations until the Prom,
two weeks hence, which will witness our next
pillar.

Moderator - - - - -..•.. -···-·--- Rev. Paul Sullivan, S.J.
Editor-in-Chief .................................... William T. Dufrltl '40
16004 Lucille Ave., O~hard 3404 M
Anociato Editor ..................
~rge J. Nalley '40
Sports Editor ............................................ Oeo11re M. Otto '40
Assistant Sparta Editor........................ Robert L. Vitek '41
News Editor ........ - ............................. John F. Schmitt '41
Feature Editor .......................................... Jerry ]. Nolan '41
Copy Editor ....................................... v ....... John P. Gregor '42
Businea Manager ................................ John L. Dowling '42
Aoslstant Business Manager ................ Wllliam F. Lennon '42
News Reporters .................... Charles Masek '40, Robert
Hanna '40, Frank O'Brien '41, Jim McCcystal '40.
Feature Writers ............................ Paul Vincent '40. Richard
Marsh '41, Robert Donnelly '42, Medard Jiolan '40,
Edward O'Donnell '42, John Forhan '41.
Sports Writers ............................ James Schlecht '40, Clem
Rannigan '42.
h ..............

• catholicism
•n· c~lture •••
• •

•

'Catholic' in itself means "universal." Culture
in the modern sense is only available to a few.
But the basis of all that is considered today as
culture, is the Catholic Church. All through the
years the Catholic Church has contributed and
fostered culture in ways too numerous to mention. In itself, Catholic;_ism is a new culture,
founded upon clearly thought out principles regarding man and his life. It is the most potent
force that ever existed. It has modified every
civilization that has ever come into contact with
it. It is not for the chosen few but for all men.
Every man (inds a place in the Catholic scheme
ich is the only culture trut:y catholic.
_.,a"''v"'Y -- the pagan coot mpt for
ment:~ contempt form n-even
for man, and Catholic culture
and its
ect for the ork of man and for man
himself. Catholic cult rc is incredibly beautiful
in all lines of art, music, sculpture, architecture,
silver and gold work-in fact Catholic culture is
the acme of all culture, practically and theoretically.

• • • a tip to the
carroll senior guild

• • •

Have you ever seen the plans for the proposed
Carroll Chapel? That is, the Chapel on the third
floor. Fr. LeMay has these plans in his office
and he will be glad to show them to you. They
are really beautiful and if they are ever carried
out they will make the Carroll Chapel one of the
most beautiful in the city. However these plans
call for a great deal of expense. Fr. LeMay has
taken donations as they come in and he has
started to furnish the Chapel according to the
plans. The Carroll NNIJS feels that it would be a
worthy work for one of the classes to determine
to raise enough money to add something to the
Chapel, such as the proposed altar to the Blessed
Virgin or a new Station of the Cross to the set
already started. See Fr. LeMay, you leaders in
your class, and decide what you want to give as
a lasting memorial of your cia s's work.
\Vhile on this subject of giving, The Carroll N ("1J.lS
would like to suggest that the Carroll Senior
Guild or the Carroll Junior Guild take it upon
themselves to do something that would be a lasting memorial to their work. These organizations
have done good work in the past, but they have
nothing to show for it except the fact that they
have helped Carroll in a financial way. \Ve suggest that the Senior Guild, the Junior Guild or
the Alumni Association start a dri\'e to raise
sufficient funds to completely furnish the stu·
de11ts' smoking room. This is a much needed project and not only would it be a lasting memorial
to the work of the organization that undertakes
the job, but it would be a help to the general
spirit of succeeding student bodies of Carroll.

From My
Vrewpoint

Paradox: The SPANISH Club had a dance on
an IRISH festival day at KNIGHTS OF
PYTHIAS HALL. None of the boys were
RUSSIAN but some got in DUTCH.
Notes from the Fiesta De La Primavera (Spring
Dance) of the Spanish Club: Chuck Sullivan
tried to forget Denison's Betty Tinnerman while
rah-rahing with Mary Muth. Dave Murphy
would like to help Chuck forget Mary, IF rou
know what I mean ... \Ve challenge Johnny
Long to recount anything about the dance. Long
doesn't even know his date's name! ... Jim Donnelly twirled briefly about the floor with erstwhile suicide blonde Connie Atkinson, now a
brunette . . . Jack Heffernan came solo but
wa n't unoccupied for long . . . Art Hefferna
didn't come solo, but produced the same effec
... All Jack Forhan and Flo Kelley lacked fo
a real rough-hou se was a pair of sixteen ounc
gloves . . . Betty Morrison got a break whe
behemoth Al Beil dragged her from the W es
Side and then dragged her intermittently around
the ballroom . .. Bob Culhane danced at least
once with his date, Aurelia Dean .•. Jack Mudri
spent too large a share of the evening supporting
the side wall with Helen Sedar ... A new and
smooth combination was Jack Schmitt and a
Garfield Heights native, Jean Nash ... John
Ray's date had a tough time keeping her eye~
on Jack's feet all night ... Lloyd Vaughn and
Mary Rexford suffered a little disagreement that
wound up encouragingly .•. Hank Byrne
into difficulties finding Jean Moore's home,
Hank had absoltrtely no difficulty in
the remainder of his sojourn • . . Bill
utilized a three-hour str~ch to admi~
Carrier. Marge returned the compliment
handedly, admiring Bill's Heinie haircut
Steadies Sam Marcus and Jeanne McCarthy
one look at the dance floor before going
in qu~st of the soft drinks ... Sharpy Ray KnapR
was ready, willing, and able to return N.D .'~
Eleanor Sherman to welcoming parental arms
.. . Vice-prexy Bob Ress of the Spanish Club
did everything but square dance with Shaker
Square's June Koptis ... Ed Willard's contribution, Sally Doolittle, said little and did less ...
Dave Murphy of the Chicago Murphys lost his
"blindie" and almost wasted the duntion of the
evening looking dazedly for her . , • Jack
"Murph" Rice winged a "model" date, Doris
Debernardi . . . Jack Hunt devoted more than

his quota of time to recuperating on the idelines with his nocturnal habit, Mary Brecht ...
COOTCHY COOS: Frank Caine steps out in
h·ont by inches, leading Tom Barrett and Jack
DeOrio in the Madeleine LaMaida race ... Bob
Bambrick, a Rita Schriner ex-, now directs his
attentions to \Vindermere's raven-haired Bernice Riley . . . Jimmy Schlecht holds the rail
po ition with Mary Sutton, but Joe Follen is
coming up fast on the outside .. . Dick Humhrey is a semi-silent fixture at Schlecht's house,
with Jimmy's sister Mary . . . That shuffling
mountain of humanity which invades Aileen
1Reilly's domicile is Tom Coughlin ... AI Went.
worth expects you to believe that he visits Joanne's castle for the refreshments! ... \Vill it
be Pat Verhunce or hometowner June Sutliffe
for Frank Humphrey at the Prom? ..• Jack
Spallino and Tom Kucko climb ever higher in
feminine circle , rating visits this week from
sixteen-year-olds . . . Quoting a couple of the
Bernet-visiting female wolves: Those Carroll
boys are just too glamorous over the telephone.
They certainly know how to string a girl along
... Andy Palguta wins membership in the incubator-snatching club, his prize being just fourteen years old ... It's "Hermit'' Ted O'Malley
since Mary Lou Reidy migrated southward ...
Perhaps Ken Fierle was mistaken in trying to
play basketball. He made an excellent water
boy at Convocation ... Loretta Darst, Johnny
Powers' bait, supplied the records for the J orj
Club di cording dance . . . After the Spanish
Club jam, Bill "King'' Manning occupied a
Cleveland Heights throne ... Bernard McCormick no longer seeks a ''Diamond" in the rough
. . . Because that N.D. sorority plans a dance
soon, it's time for Bob Keefe, Tom Coughlin,
and Jack Monreal to find their war back into
that circuit ... Jack Kenney doesn't drive his
dates to drink; he drives them to bed by his late
arrivals . . . A Kentucky colleen now wears J.
Vincent Collins' class ring, and that's no moonshine. Of local colleges, Notre Dame has a twoto-one edge on Ursuline in the matter of Prom invitations From the committee, although Jean
Park, one of the Cedar Glen Echoes (as per our
prediction) will lead the march with Prom King
Bernie Sallot ... Vin LaMaida bas a long-standing date for the Prom, made New Year's Eve
(no coincidence) with Angelita Lugo ... Jimmy
Wilson cements a lasting combination with
Hazel Leslie ... Another one of those habitual
affairs is that of Carl Giblin and Pat Upstill •••
Jack Heffernan wi11 transport an Akron U. delegate, Betty Sandberg ... Chuck Brennan reaches
into Lakewood high sc hool for Elaine Lowrey
... Bob Trivison, frosh president, will celebrate
with Coletta Farrone ... and that rounds off the
list for this time. Until the Prom then, we'll be
WAGGIN' ALONG.

By George Halley
Most enlightening and valuable were the criticisms left by the student body in the News box
in the soda fountain. In answer to Editor Duffin's sincere request for student comment we received such answers as Charlie Guemelata's
Carroll News torn to shreds and held in a bundle
by a rubber band. Rare is the man today who can
so completely expre,ss his opinion. The numerous
comments written and signed by ex-Newser,
Jack Hunt, were also amusing. Especially those
addressed to this column. Listen Hunt, I admit
that my column is the most putrid, obnoxious,
rancid, and motley conglomeration of words that
were ever collected under one byline, except
yours.
The grand prize of an autographed copy of the
Carroll Ne·ws yearly for life goes not to Gum-itup or Hunt, though. \Ve have decided to award
it to the professor who this week said: "You men
can take it or leave it-leave it and you take it
next summer."
Attention faculty I First prize last week, the admiration of the student body, went to Father
Hodous, who received loud applause from sodalists for this statement: "The trouble around
here is that you men have too much work; I
mean term papers and studying. End of quotes.
One of the student suggestions for Tire Carroll
N l?'l.C'S is so radical that it deserves printing in its
intended victim. Tom Kucko, that ex-Akron U
Communist, recommends that we take the head
on the front page, which says, ''The Carroll News,
Edited For and By" ... and other bull, and place
it in the center of the page running news articles
down from the top of the page.
Another suggestion comes from Tom "Leather"
Corrigan. He mu t have picked up some ideas
from his lri h paper, because he says, "Do away
with the sports pages because no one ever reads
them, eliminate the columns except Paul Vincent's because no one ever reads them, cut out
the news pages because there is no news at Carroll ." Nice constructive program you have Tom;
yeah, meet us up in the News room some time.
Incidentally, Tom is currently boasting about
weekly letters from a girl he met on the debate
tour, who was so motley that Osborne, Bnrlage,
and I wouldn't even be seen in Emory, Virginia
with her •.•
\\'hen we were in Cincinnati on the debate tour,
we visited Father Bracken at Xavier for about
five hours. Besides taking us to dinner Father
Bracke11 showed us around his plant. The R.O.
T. C. has ten cannon down there for the bors to
look at. Father Bracken bemoaned the fact that
they didn't get to use them, to shoot them. During the past week-end spent listening to short
wave reports from London, Paris, Prague and
other places I wondered if perhaps some of
Father Bracken's boys at Xavier or Carroll
might not get a lot of opportunity to shoot
within the next few months. But then they can
take their cannon and go to war; I'll take my
Bungart's Survey of English Literature and go
to prison.

· ~················································i ················································"

Theatre

Quirks and Cracks
By Donnelly

By Dick Marsh

·································································································~

"Of 1Hce and Men" by John Steinback, outstanding production of the past New York season and
winner of the New York drama critics' award,
will be the next p1ay at the Play House. A play
of unusual quality, it is a colorful combination
of pathos, humor, drama and sentiment in the adventurous and picturesque lives of two hoboes. The
opening is scheduled for March 29, following the
closing of "She Stoops To Conquer," which is now in its third week there.
Coming soon to the Hippodrome Theatre is 20Fox's newest million-dollar production, "The Little
Princess," with Shirley Temple. Shirley Temple
appears in Technicolor for the first time but, more
important, it's her best picture in a long while.
EYeryone has either read or heard of this girl
who, pretending she is a princess, goes off to
Africa to search for her father, lost in the Boer
War. Besides the Temple youngster, another child
role is played to the hilt by Sybil Jason. The
latter commands attention and the picture may get
her off to a new start with important assignments
in the future. Besides the two children, the pic·
ture has outstanding performances by Anita Louise,
Richard Greene, Ian Hunter and Cesar Romero,
and Arthur Treacher. Altogether the picture is
sure to please everyone because it is the most
adult of Shirley Temple's many pictures.

The F.B.I. man who addressed Tuesday's Convocation was requested to stick around for a few
weeks until the Carroll Union election is held.
Not that vote stealing, slander, short pencil, or
other perfectly legitimate political measures are
anticipated. It's just that some disinterested byStander may get stabbed in the back with a stiletto which, innocently enough, is intended for
some other rat.
~'ith a special agent present, mistakes like this
can be avoided.

* *

* •

But G-man Fitzgerald says he can't hang around
here-he's all tied up for the next six months.
He's goi ng to scout around out \Vest for a while
to see if he can find a couple of Denver bank
robbers. Then he's going to scout around down
South for a while to see if he can find a second
baseman for the Indians.

Dolly Dawn and the Dawn Patrol have been
signed to entertain Carroll Promenaders. And
from what I can gather this won't be the first'
time the dawn has figured in Carroll Proms. As
for patrols ... maybe the 1ess said the better.

* * * *

Ah .. . Spring is here. The birds are back in the
trees, the flowers are beginning to bloom, and
all our little bug and insect friends are appearing.
And if you run across a likely-looking louse let
me know. I'll back him for president of the Carroll Union.

* * * •

* stands
* everybody south of
As the matter now
Cincinnati is a second base possibility. Even
Tony Galento isn't definitely out of the picture
yet. And Tonr wo1~'t pass out of the picture
either. He's on the wagon now.

The class of '41 doesn't think it will participate
in the annual May election. There are only two
guys in the class who have enough quality points
to bold office ... and they're both very unpopular
on account of the yellow shoes they wear. Not
only that, they've been accused of being book
worms. And you must admit there's nothing
quite as repulsive as a book worm with yeUow
shoes. Why it's an insult to the ignorance of the
Sophomores to expect them to vote for any heel
who is intelligent.

Mr. \Voli, cafeteria baron, has recently been con·
fined to his home because of illness. No remarks,
please. Anybody's liable to get indigestion this
weather.

Incidentally, there's a bill before the Carroll
Union now to make the Sophs Project No. 1941.
(Please return the shovels and camp chairs at
four o'clock sharp.)

*

*

* * * •

• * • •
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Enterprising Biology Student A ds 'Zip' Father Burns Makes Second
To Operation on Feline's Inner Regions Appearance on Program
It seems as though the Biology Department is creating quite an amount of publicity of late, and it's not
all due to the frog races which are held at quarter-hour intervals during the Freshman lab ses ion. The
Comparative Anatomy class has come in for its share of the glory by announcing a new development
which has occurred during the course of their study in abdominal surgery.
They arc at present engaged in this field
of work and are currently investigating the inner regions of a cat. Now in
order to reach the inside they would
have to make an incision on the stomach
and p roceed with their work. \Vhen
they are through they have to sew it
up just like in any other operation. This
repeated performance of cutting and
sewing becomes somewhat of a burden; it is not only time wasting but
laborious. Now Bill McGannon, being
very conscientious about his studies,
thought that some temporary expedient
could be devised to overcome this handicap. A solution was found. He equipped his cat with a zipper. This greatly
facilitates stomach operations and of
course the cat, if alive, would be proud
to acknowledge the fact that it was a
"zipper" cat. It's quite a convenience
for Bill and he is proud to be the owner
of such a rare specimen.

----------~---------------

The Cat: Wit:h a Zipper

Fame Spreads to
O ther Cleveland Colleges
The glad tidings have been spread far
and wide and a great many visitors are
expected to gather here to see this
wonderful exhibit. Some of the students h·om Ursuline and Notre Dame
have already laid their plans for a journey to Carroll.
The Comparative Anatomy course is
a required study for all pre-medical
students and the type of work in which
they indulge requires a great deal of
skill. The present group under the
tutelage of Fr. Ahearn have to do quite
a bit of research work. They have specimens of all parts of the human body
and during the course have to perform
numerous dissections.

All Dissections
Are Photographed
In this class any dissections that the
students make are carefully photographed and an instructor grades the
students accordingly. This is a very
orderly procedure and Father Ahearn
wins commendation for his excellent
arrangement. The class is also subject
to short oral quizzes and during a period
of five minutes must enumerate sometimes as many as seventy muscles located in the specimen being studied.

G-Man Speaks
At Convocation
Mr. James J. Fitzgerald, Special Agent
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
in charge o£ Tortheru Ohio, addressed
the student Convocation on Tuesday,
March 21. He outlined the structure and
function of the F. B. I., and stated the
rigid qualifications which a young man
must have before he can become a member of this much publicized organization.
Rev. Louis G. Weitzman, S.J., introduced
Mr. Fitzgerald. In his introductory remarks, Father Weitzman spoke of the
change in the popular attitude toward
the police branch of our government since
the advent of the "G-mcn." He also noted
the decrease in major crimes which has
resulted from the efficient work of the

F. B. I.
Mr. Fitzgerald called his particular occupation "the most interesting work in
the world." He related a few incidents
which make it so interesting, at:Jd, from
the viewpoint of the average man, so
exacting and dangerous.
His story of an airplane flight to Jacksonville, Florida, where he engaged in
the capture of two members of the
Barker-Karpis gang, while humorous,
~erved to illustrate the speed with which
the F. B. I. swings into action when
called up()n.
The story of an extortion case in Buffalo, New York, in which the airplane
and radio were used in apprehending the
criminals, exemplified the modern facilitic~ "hich the special agents employ.

tJonesy' Leaves Sodas to
Join General Electric Co.
By Jack Forhan '41
After almost two years o~ faithful and conscientious serYice behind
the University soda fountain, Ralph Jones, more commonly known to
the student body a just Ralph, or better, 'Jon ey', ~ft last \Vednesday to begin work for the General Electric Co. '1 Detroit, Mich.
Ralpa turned over his duties as manager of the so a fountain to Bill
1\lart1heau, a graduate of Cathedral'"Latin, class ot 1. ·

1
.
.
.no~~------For two years prevtous
to gra duat10nf
from Collinwood High Schoo: l~alllh
specia.lized in Electrical Eng_i~eering and
has stncc been eagerly awartmg an opportunity for a position in that line of
work. His start with General Electric
will place him in the Electrical Maintenance Dept. of G. E.'s enormous plant
in Detroit. He plans to make his home In their first debate since returning from
the annual trip, james M. Osborne and
with a married brother in that city.
Carl
J. Burlage will clash with a visitHaving worked in a capacity sim1lar to
the one here at Carroll for the Tell- ing duo from New York University.
ing's Icc Cream Co. and the F. W. Wool- WGAR will broadcast one half-hour of
worth Co., Ralph came to the Univer- the debate, on the even ing of Wednessity with a good deal of experience. He day, April 12, the day of the Prom.
began work here at school in September One other debate is scl1eduled for tlte
of 1937.
early part of April, when Charles
Ralph's successor was graduated from 1faurer, a "straight A" sophomore and
Latin last June and is well known among Bernard Petty, a junior and secretary
the Class of '42. He also has had ex- of The Radio Club, encounter a team
perience in the line of 'soda jerking' since representing the Cleveland Chapter of
he helped send himself through high the American Institute of Banking.
school by means of a part-time job with Maurer and Petty engage the Banking
the Adan1 Hoffman Co., famous through- combination in the Main Ballroom of
out the city. He spent a week work- Hotel Allerton on Tuesday, April 4, at
ing with Ralph, 'learning the ropes' 8 :30 in the evening. The A. I. B. is a
peculiar to running the Carroll foun- perennial Carroll debating opponent.
tain. He i~ a resident of Cleveland
Morrissey and Lash
Heights.
Debate
on Radio
In an interview last Tuesday, Ralph
stated that, though he was glad for an Marking the ftrst radio debate of the
opportunity to work for a company as year, John ]. Morrissey and Michael B.
large and well known as G.E., still he Lash, sophomores, met a forensic duo
was reluctant to leave Carroll. He re- from St. Peter' · College of Jersey City,
marked that the constant contact with New Jersey, in an exhibition over
students of his own age contributed great- WCLE on ~larch 14. The invaders,
ly towards making his work more enjoy- present and former editors of the St.
able and less monotonous. He was grate- Peter's College student newspaper, upful, he said, for the many personal ac- held the affirmative of the question on
quaintances which his pOsition had af- governmental pump-priming in the nonforded him and was assured that they decision debate. Neil Collins of the
WCLE staff announced the broadcast,
would not soon be forgotten.
Though frequently 'hard pressed' Ralph presenting each speaker to the radio
handled hi~ job with thorough effic- audience.
iency much to the satisfaction of his em- Constructive s cchcs of both ~ides in
ployer and the entire student body. In the debate with St. Peter's were aired
addition to this, bb friendliness and pleas- over the ne\ ly-e~tablishcd short-wave
ing personality made him well liked by station W8X1 ·ir. :Most of the classrooms
all with whom he dealt. Regardless of in the Cleveland public school system
the amount of work that piled up, he was are equipped to receiYe the programs
never too busy to accept any suggestion broadcast by t.,e short wave station. Both
or request, and was always more than Carroll and St. Peter's rebuttals went
willing to contribute his share in support out over \VCLE, the regular commercial
of the varied acti'\ities of the student outlet of the CJcyeJand Radio Broadcastorganizations.
ing Co.

D
- ebat:e s Meet:
N.Y.U. April 12

Speaking on ancient Greek cla sic·, the Rev. Che ter A. Burns, S.J.,
Assistant Professor of Classical Languages at John Carroll "University, will appear for the second time on the Carroll radio program,
when he offers a thirteen-minute discourse at noon tomorrow.
A quartette, composed of Stephen Sanson, William Iliggin·, Paul Pojman, and
Charles 1fa ek, accompanied by pianist
Ray Lutz, will present three songs. The
quartette, formed early this year, provided the musical prelude to Father Paul
Seven yearlings will survive tlte first D. Sullivan's lecture on the English
gruelling round in the annual yearling Bible last Thursday. They participate
oratorical contest next Tuesday, 1Iarch frequently on the Carroll radio broadcasts.
28. James M. Osborne, varsity debater
and president of the Oratorical Society, In an encore to their Christmas performance, members of Notre Dame College's
accepts all entries. 0\·er ten of the par- Choral Club will sing six short selections
ticipants in the freshman debate tour- on the April 1 broadcast. A dramatizaney, run off in the first two months of tion of part of the Passion occupies the
1939, will enter the preliminaries of the remainder of the April 1 spot. Twelve
characters were chosen from a rehearsal
oratorical contest. John J. McLaughlin
on Wednesday to play the roles in the
and John V. Corrigan won the first-year Passion presentation.
men's forensic tournament. Any freshman is eligible to compete in the primary Irish Fantasy
test on Tuesday, contest manager Os- Presented on WTAM
borne announced. Monday will be the Last Saturday Thomas E. O'Connell actlast day for registration.
ed the part of an American tra,lSplantcd

Frosh t:o Clash in
Annual Tournament:

to Ireland in a dream. O'Cor ell wrote
the script of the Irish fantas honoring
St. Patrick. Waldo Pooler, \
AM announcer and instructor in radio technique
at John Carroll, portrayed an ld Iris!
man, welcoming the young An erican t~ ~
the "Auld Sod" and telling h
a fantastic tale of the land's desti y. 1iiss
Claire Zimmerman, a junior at Ursuline
College, entered the dramatization briefly
Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S.J ., President
as the American girl who finally brought
of John Carroll University, will award
O'Connell back to reality.
the president's gold medal to the victor
in tl1e finals, slated for a student Con- Benefits of Irish
vocation late in April. \Vim1ers of the Culture Pointed Out
freshman contest in past years went to
set brilliant records as varsity debaters. Miss Zimmerman doubled as actress and
Father William F. Ryan, S.J., Moderator singer, chantin~thrce 3Pl;'"t;>Priate Irish
.,.. AM ~ta:JI
of the Oratorical Society, plans the initial tunes. Doroth Cranda •
organist, accot
nied I
.• ,
·'
trials in the upperclassmen's contest for Bernard Pe '
.. , ...:
Tuesday, 1\pril 18. ja"lle; 11!. Osbor-;,
winner of the contest in his sophombl-e retary of the ;~,.., ~Iii ~k 1 '>J'
year, is ineligible automatically for com- contributions q'£ the Irish pe le to\}!!~ ....,
Osborne merits the post of ica· and the contributions o America to
petition.
the Irish immigrants. Petty pointed out
chairman for the test of eloquence.
the mutual benefits derived by the infuIf there is no student Convocation ne.'t sion of Irish culture into America.
Tuesday, tl1e freshman preliminaries will
begin at 12:30 p. m. Otherwise, they
will take place late in the afternoon.

Further rules governing the conduct of
the eliminations restrict the speech of
each contest to a duration less than
three minutes and demands originality
of material from all contestants. Exhibitions in the preliminary round will
be held in classrooms, with one or more
members of the faculty as auditors and
judges.

Band Members
Get l-lonor Keys

Other participants in the debating tournament now entered in the oratorical contest arc John P. Gregor, William F.
Lennon, William W. Cavanaugh, John
L. Dowling, H. Kenneth Fitzgerald, To reward the large group of Carroll
students actively participating in the
and Michael Reed.
work of the Band, Father William J.
The orations mu~t be original, and dis- l\1urphy, S.]., awarded honor keys at
qualification will ensue upon tl1e discovery the Band meeting last week.
of any plagarized oration.
Thomas Corrigan, veteran Drum Major, Joseph Mazanec, Paul Pojman, and
Thomas Vincent are th e ~eniors who
were presented with gold keys. A junior, John TeaJon, and two sophomores,
Gregory Repedc and Clement Zielinski,
also won gold keys for four years of
service.
Being injured in an automobile accident
is usually a sad event in the life of any- Silver, Bronze Pins
body, but to John Greta, a former mem- Awarded Six Members
ber of the class oi 1941, it was a happy William Scharf, a junior, George Hileevent. Haring been totally blind for man, a sophomore, and William James,
three weeks, Grela recovered his eye- a freshman, merited silver keys, signifysight \\hen a car in which he was riding ing culmination of three years in the
collided with another machine last Fri- Band.
day.
John Ennen, Edwin Kappus, and Frank
Greta, whose home is in \Vaterloo, -:-.J. Y., Sprcmulli received bronze keys indiwas blinded three weeks ago while work- cating faithful membership for two
ing in a factory. He was driving with year . Ennen, Kappus, and Spremulll
his family doctor to Rochester to see an are sophomores.
eye specialist when the accident occurred.
A fourth type of award, pins shaped
Sometime after the accident he was sit- like lyres, were the prizes gained by
ting in a garage when he realized that
Clement DeOrio, Thomas Durkin,
he was able to distinguish certain obRichard GranvHler, Richard Kempel,
jects.
Edward Kupcik, William James, GregDoctors believe that Greta\ blindneo:. was ory Repede, William Stack, Francis
caused by a head injury, and that the Voiner, Daniel \Vcber and Richard
shock of the accident undoubtedly re- Werner. All except Repcde are freshstored his vision.
men.

Sight: Regained
In Accident:

During his Freshman year here, Grcla
was an outstanding member of the Freshman football team and would have been
on the varsity squad last fall, had he returned to school. Friends of Greta say
that he hopes to retum to Carroll next
fall and complete his studies.

George Aschenbach, Joseph Cerino,
Edward Hannan, Leonard Janchar,
Joseph ~iertz, and Lawrence Tabernik won commendation for valuable
service during the 1938 football season.
They were forced to withdraw, owing
to the pre5sure of other duties.

,
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On
The
Bench
With George Otto
\Vhy aren't Carroll s tudents supporting their hockey team? While
this question has already been
discussed in lengthy detail on former

occasion,

this

departm~t

feels that no adequate reason has
as yet been voiced in explanation
of this condition. The common
argument for some time was that Carroll's team had slipped from its former
high position. This seemed evident to
many after two humiliating defeats to
outside teams (games for which the
team was not responsible), coupled with
a pair of losses to other division teams
~ hortly afterward. However, the team's
r'!..:or<t from that time is more than convincing of their ability. Again, the
playing f contests with weak opponents .n account for loss of interest,
so 'tis id. This may be true of some
of the :ams but surely not of Reserve,
·u, D 1quesne, or even perhaps Cartgie 'ech. All of the games with
these utfits have been real, hardfought battles. Lastly, the objection
was raised that other activities took
away one's time, but a careful check on
the schedule will find that only on few
occasions have other school functions
occurred on the same night when a
hockey game was schequled.

Reserve Game Tonight
To.H ~ 'frrolt's ic~t· on th~ir w~y
to ;\ E. J:Cr. 'VY\-.secutl
champ10nsh1p,
ai<At ~$in Corrig i,Reserv •jiitters _in the
~· •• • 0 -t as 1t may
seem to
ts1der, onl?' a few Carroll
fans (p
ably.) will b e on hand to
cheer their ~cam on to win. Will . the
band be there to play "Onward On"
as the boys skate out on the ice, as they
were present at the first Reserve game
last December? Probably not. Will
fi ve or sbc thousand voices rise to give
the team a roaring welcome? It' s
doubtful.
Yet there should be a change in policy.
We owe our support to any team that
can boast of a record which tops any
other that any sport at Carroll has
attained. More than that, we owe support to any athletic organization which
has brought to Carroll its only championship in any sport.

f

Chdmpionship at Stake
Carroll's hockey team is going to retain the Ohamp.ionship. Their additional strength in playing ability, made
possible by the supplanting of many
new players and a real brand of coaching, has brought this about.
So in this playoff series and in the
final s let's show some real spirit. Let's
get down to the Arena and encourage
this team on to win. They do want to
keep those trophies for Carroll.

Basebaii;T o Start
April 20
An Intramural Baseball Tournament
will again be held this year at John
Carroll. Plans for the tournament have
already been discussed by the Carroll
Union and Senior Manager Frank Devlin has been placed in charge of operations. According to Gene Oberst, the
tournament will get underway some
time around April 20. A meeting will
be called immediately after Easter vacation in which the number of teams
to be entered, rules, schedule, and other
incidentals will be discussed. Last year
many teams entered and experienced
plenty of good, clean fun and exercise.
Oberst hopes for even a better turnout
this year.

Friday. :.\larch
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Poison Kills Cats Too Streaks Blast Fenn Hopes;
Meet Red Cats in Finals
<"

(Colllill!lt'd from Page 1)

drilled the" a fer into the net four times to skate off with top scoring
honors. :\Ieyers, after a slow start this year, has come around in fine
shape; Tuesday's game marking the third time he has performed the
enYiable "hat trick" with surpri ing finesse. And of course, the
inimitable Ed Arsenault was on hand to tally his customary three
goals.
By scorrng these convincing victorieg,
Carroll and Reserve have conclusively
settled the doubt as to what teams will
play in the Cleveland division hockey
finals. It was a foregone conclusion,
however, that these two sextets would
be the ultimate finalists. The Streaks
By Jerry Nolan
On Friday evening, March 31, in the and the Red Cats will play a two game
Carroll gymnasium the newly formed series Friday night and Saturday afterboxing team under the tutelage of Frank noon at the Arena. The team that scores
Gaul will stage a brilliant boxing pro- the highest number of goals in these
gram in an effort to stimulate student two games, automatically becomes the
interest in the newest undertaking of western division champion and the opth e Athletic Department which is in ponent for the survivor of the Pittsaccord with the e..-.-pandin g athletic pro- burgh eliminations in the league finals.
gram. E ight championship bouts will Although they have lost three games
be fought in order to decide a champion this season, two to Duquesne and one
of the \'arious divisions. Tickets will to Reserve, the Streaks arc favorites
go on sale ne>..t week. A large turnout for their second straight title. It will
will be expected not only from the stu- be remembered that one loss to Duquesne was suffered when both Arsedents but the public as well.
nault and Rancourt were away on their
Inter-collegiate
holiday vacation in Maine, and Rancourt wasn't on hand in the Reserve
Matches Planned
Participants who will display some ex- defeat. But in encountering the Red
cellent talent are \Villard and Arm- Cats-a team they have beaten two out
strong in the heavyweight class, Es- of three times in the regular schedule
lenik and Elliot in the light heavy- -Carroll w ill be facing some of the
weight class, and numerous others who best icers in the Ohio-Penn League.
have shown exceptional ability such The Red Cats' fi rst line of George Grabas Papus, Murray, Raimondi, Legan, ncr, Lloyd Young, and "Shorty" Carand Barille. Most of the aforemention- ran is good enough to compete in any
ed took part in a recent boxing card at fast company. The Carroll-Reserve
EDDIE ARSENAULT by Stan Legah
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the Knights of Columbus Hall and put battles on the icc have been very close
due to the fine skating and stick-handon a wonderful exhibition.
0
ling of this trio. What's more the
et:t:erS nSWer
a
After receiving several letters from Streaks' can't forget that the cocky Bill
.lng
•ICe
schools such as Toledo, Ohio Univer- Berkely will doff his pads to stop any
~
sity and Bowling Green suggesting black Carroll disc that might come
I
inter- collegiate boxing matches with whizzing in his general direction. His
As soon as the net devotees can fi nd
1~
Carroll, Frank Gaul decided ~o stage splendid work in the net is becoming
sufficie nt time to restring thei r rae- P r ospect. for
ck team at John t~,;~ a,.,.ai; a~. a forerunner to t~e Var- recognized more and mort: as the rea\
t
II
"h rs
·
• 1 -~
''lY I\ ~-•ng fearn which ':".•ill ~·rch&bly
•Pts, the te . ,;:-0-~ candidates wiil be~:> i n varro . arc u ___::mg more ulb- be officially organized next ytar. Un- .(.)0\\Cl ocililld the Red Cat sextet. But
with two of the best forwards in the
practicing. Captain Ke n F ierle, a vet- couragmg at
(!ry turn. The 1 Iesa the student body gives its wholeleague in Arsenault and Rancourt and
eran and last year's Big Four cham- much h oped fvi' ,} Streak represen'- hearted support it will be difficult to the cagy Don Meyers making up the
pion in singles, will lead the 1939 squad. t ation on the cinders has received go through with the proposition sug- first line and with flashy and efficient
replacements, the Streaks still ride as
O th er letterme n re turni ng for competi- a noth e r b low witt t he declaration gested.
favorites to annex the eastern division
tion this yea r are Medard Nolan, Art that t wo of t he most prom ising Student Support Needed
title over the week-end.
H efferna n, and J immy Smith. Nolan t r ack cand id ates, a rl Estenik and The most important factor is to have
and Heffernan are juniors, and Smith G ra h am Armstron g are ineligible the students get behind the movement.
b
f
1 1 t'. d' ff' If
They have expressed their desire for
is a senior.
ec a u se O sc lO as l C 1 ICU IeS. such a team and a opportunity for its
Among the promising recr uits fo r the Estenik and Armstrong were counted fulfillment has presented itself. The
1939 squad are ] er ry Nolan , soph omore on heavily by Coach Gene O berst to program is really going to be a great
who defeated Bill Dowling for the form the nucleus of the newly con- show and in order to appreciate the
intramural te nnis championship last ceived track team.
talent at Carroll and the exceptional
auh1mn: Phil Lawton is the sole senior \ Vhen confronted with the track ques- possibilities of the team, everyone The newly formed Bowling League is
well under way and after completion of
candidate outside of the lettermen. Bill tion, O berst replied that he was "ex- should attend this exhibition.
the third week the standings show teams
Rose and Bill McGan non a re two juntremely skeptical about the whole busi- Frank Gaul who was the heavyweight One and Five tied for first place with
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , ness" and forwarded the opinion that boxing champion of the University of
Notre Dame, is a very capable coach eleven points apiece, and teams Three and
WIN VARSITY LE'ITERS
"Carroll will never have a powerful
and has thus far developed the aspirants Nine are deadlocked for second position
track team until we get our own track." to the stage where they are ready to with eight points. Yesterday's results
Nine members of this year's basHe did, however, express his intentions take on all comers. He has devoted his showed several brilliant performances as
ketball team will be awarded varof entering some of his field men in the time and effort to teaching the boys Scully, Masek, and Higgins rolled high
sity letters in the near future. WinBig Four meets "if they showed any many phases of the art.
games of 207, 206, and 202, respectively.
ners of letters must participate in
Everything is in favor of a Varsity According to statistics compiled by Bob
promise
of
competing
successfully
with
120 minutes of game play. Those
Boxing team so lets show our interest Andrassy, who incidentally has given exmore experienced teams and at the same
who have fulfilled these require are
by our attendance at the matches. So cellent supervision to the league, the best
Slim Rudich, Jack Spallino, Ray
time faithfully keep on training and remember the date March 31 at the
individual series is credited to Bud
McGorray, Johnny Freedman, Bill
practising."
Carroll gymnasium.
Thomas, AI Sutton, Johnny
TEAM STANDINGS
Dromo, Carl Wosnak, and Paul
W . L . TP. T .P .
Lombardi. This makes Rudich,
Team I .......................... 8 1 3 11
Spallino, McGorray, Thomas, and
Team V ........................ 8 1 3 11
Sutton second year lettermen,
Team III .....................• 6 2 2 8
whereas Freedman, Wosnak, and
Team IX ...................... 6 3 2 8
Lombardi, all sophomores, have
T eam VI ...................... 5 4 2 7
been awarded this distinction for
Team VII -·····-··-······· 5 4 2 7
the first time.
Team X ........................ 3 6 1 4
Team IV ···········-······~·· 1 7 0 1
iors figh ting for places on t he va rsity.
Team VIII .................. 1 8 o 1
Joe Curry, Bob Klei nhenz, and Fanny
Team .............................. 1 8 0 1
Cachat are sophomore contenders for
Suchan with a 549, and the highest single
the right to represent the Blue and
game has been scored by Dick Breiner
Gold on t he tennis courts this spring.
who rolled a nifty 234.
The schedule for the intercollegiate
All
of the players are rounding into
tennis season includes two matches
their best form and from this stage of
with each of the rivals in the Big Four,
the race on, some intensive competition
and one with Ken t State. BaldwinWallace faces the Streak netters in the
will be in order. The interest shown by
firs t match of the season, on April 25.
the students in this new diversion has
been outstanding and any students who
Chances fo r success appear unusually
do not take active part are cordially welbright this year, a combination of
Fierle's r eturn and the second place
come to come and take part as spectators.
garnered last year augu ring well for
The bowling is done at the Cedar-Lee
tennis prosperity at Carroll in 1939.
Alleys.

Boxers Don Mitts
In Exhibition
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Bowlers Make
Pin Boys l-lustle

Leather Throwers at Work
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Who'S Who at Carroll Father Gleason Con~emns
Warfare Between Un1ons
Ten vears from now when another war crisis involves the United States, it's
quite-possible that Tom Corrigan will be our reprc entati\·e at a Peace Conference. Tom, who will graduate from Carroll thit June, hopes to en'roll at the
School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University. If Tom's success at college is any lcind of a barometer as to the amount of fame and success he will
achieve in later life, we feel almost certain that he will someday become a
very distinguished diplomat.
Tom was born in Cleveland on the first
day of :May 1917 and has lived here
ever since. He attended St. Ignatius
grammer school and St. Ignatius High
School. \Vhile in high school he made
quite a name for himself as a student
and athlete. He was an active member
of the Debating Society and was Class
Salutatorian. It was in his Freshman
year at Ignatius that Tom joined the
John Carroll Band, and he has been a
member ever since. As an athlete, Tom
was a member of the varsity basketball
team for three years and was a teammate of Ray McGorray and Bill Young.

Gleason,~.].,

plaining the beginning of unions in America, said: "vVorkers knew
from bitter experience that the attainment and afe-guarding of their
human rights and enocomic well-being could not be left to the kindness and justice of employers or to the broad phrases of a legal document ... The key to the understanding of Labor Unions lies in this:
their evolution-origin needs, growth, mutations-is determined by

In this his Senior year, Tom has been one of the most active members of his
class. With Carl Burlage, he was victorious in the Debate Tournament and was
again selected to be a member of the Debate team which has just finished a very
successful triv through the South. He joined the newly formed Radio Club and
i<; a mep1ber of the General Council of the Sodality. He is at present finishing
his fourth year as a member of the e..xecutive council of the Carroll Union.

~ When Tom receives his diploma in June, John Carroll will have lost a real man
and a leader. We feel as though we are not going out on a limb when we say
that Tom Corrigan will make John Carroll pro.url to s:w that he is an alumnus.

Reverie

Douay," into Anglican England, and how
· was broken, tlms brmgmg
· ·
th at barner
· 1e.
t 11e true B1'ble to t he E ng1·1s11 peep
Next Thursday evening Father Edward
]. Hodous, S.J., A.M., and one of the
four Doctors of Sacred Scripture in the
United States, will lift the blind from
our eyes and show us how scientists and
pseudo-scientists erred and yet err in
their interpretation of God and religion.
Fr. Hodous will trace the development
tein na lure.
of religion through the scientific age
showing the absurdities of "Form- The Science Academy, an organization
gesch~chte.,'; The ver~ mention of "Form- for the purpose of developing the scigesch1chte should mcreas.e the number entific background of its members in
of Carroll students at th1s lecture, the preparation for the future, welcomes
title of which is "God-Made Men and the attendance of any interested stuOn the, Thursday prior to this, March 11an-Made Gods."
dents at any of its meetings.
16, the 'Four Notes" of Jolm Carroll had l'i:::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:==i::=:=:=============.n
a ten minute classical swing session as
a musical introduction to Fr. Sullivan's I
lecture on the English Bible. At their
first public performance this a capella
quartet gave to the audience their own
interpretation of subtilized swing to the
tune of "Far Away Down South." They
followed this with "Love's Old Sweet
Song," the standard semi-classical ballad
Your friends will be glad you
of love. The "Four Notes" (the name
must be changed) will next be heard on
thought it a bit special by selecting
the Carroll broadcast over WT AM at
noon tomorrow.
The Re\'. Paul D. Sullivan, S,J., A.M.,
Ph.D., traced th' development of the
English Bible froln the earliest of English writers, Caedinon, through the Middle Ages, showing that Wickliffe's transLuncheons and Dinners
lation may not be translation by Wickliffe, himself. Fr. ullivan also pointed
East 12th and St. Clair A '•nue )
out the difficulty rioters l1ad in ·getting the Catholic v rsion, "The Rheims-

Rise to the
Occasion!

• •

WELL, I SEE
p
you~v~ CAUGHT U
WITH PRINCE: ALBERic.zMttl%

Vincent

"Hi, George! Howya, Charlie? Wadayasay, Joe? Wadaya know today?-Exercises? What extrcises?-Oh, yeah. I forgot all about them. Well, don't let it
worry ya. Me an' old Budelhausen are just like that-

HOW DO yoU Ll KE.
PIPE- sMOKING
· NOW?

"Oh, hello, M'r. Budelhausen. We were just talking about--"
All right, all right, I heard you the first time. I'm sitting down, ain't I? Yeah,
I know. The bell rang.
Now for roll call. Gotta remember some of the boys. They have more important things to do than waste an hour of their lives in here.
"Here!" That's for Harry.

. SWELL! t'M SURE
·
PLENTY OF
GETTIN!sTY sMOKING
MILD,
y PIPE:S

"Here!" Musn't forget old Bill.
''Here!" Almost let Frank's name get by, that time. Funny thing about Frank.
I could have sworn I saw him--

our oF M

"Huh? What's that, Charlie-- He called my name when I wasn't looking!
Hey, Mr. Budelhausen, I'M here. Sure, I heard my name. I couldn't answer! was trying to hold back a sneeze."

NOW

All right, don't believe me. Who cares? I'll bet you don't even believe your
mirror. You'd grow a beard if you did.
Gosh, I'm sleevy. These one o'clock classes get me down. Wish I could get
along without my siesta after lunch, but what the heck! A guy's gotta look out
for his health. Swell chance I have to get my seven hours of sleep when I've
only got five classes a day. Hope it doesn't get me like it got poor old Bill. He's
so far gone he's got to sleep wights now.--Bill and I've had some great times
together. Like last summer out at the lake, loafing, fishing, swimming-Boy, this is the life, eh Bill? No work, no school, no Budelhausen --~'hy
hello, Betty. What are you doing here?--Nol Don't tell me! The cottag~
next door? That's swell. I - ,;Huh? What? What's wrong, Charlie?--Did he call on me? \Veil, what's
the answer, yes or no?--Quick, Charlie--Uh-Thcrc's room for a. variety
of opinions, sir. Some like the ancients, deny it. Others, like those about us
today, tend to agree--Now what's wrong, Charlie?--Well why didn't you
tell me he wanted to know whether I had died or not? Now see \vhat you did?
Everybody's laughing. I feel like--Yes, sir, I'll stop whispering."
Who does he think he is? I have the right of free speech, haven't P
him deported for un-Americanism.

ILL up with Prince Albert, men- fill up with real pipe-joy!
Here is choice tobacco- backed up by a "no-bite., process
that assures plenty of COOLNESS and MELLOWNESS to
point up good, rich taste. And P. A. wins a cheer for its slow
burning, easy drawing too. No clogging. No sogginess. P. A.'s
choice tobaccos are "crimp cut" to pack easier and pack
RIGHT. Around 50 pipefuls of extra-mild, frag-rant smoking
in every big red pocket tin of Prince Albert. Climb aboard!

F
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PIPEFULS of fraerant
tobacco in every handy
pocket tin of Prince Albert

I'll have

Let's see, now. Charlie's on page ninety-five, George is on thirty-six and Joe's
reading "Ten Buckets of Blood." Might be a good idea to see }vhat's going on
111 this class.
Page ninety-five--right after ninety-four-Ah, yes. U-m-m.
'If we substitute the value X for the number one, we will then enter a new field
of mathematical relations in which two plus two no longer equals four--'!
Silly, isn't it? I'll try page ninety-eight.
Gosh I can't see the vrint.

The Science Academy haR announced
the acquisition of a series of scientific
movies, which will be shown throughout the remainder of the year. The first
of these, entitled "The Story of Lubricating Oils," will be shown at the ne..xt
meeting on March 29 . All student are
invited to attend.
F<"aturing the last meeting of the academvJ was a lecture by Harry J. Svec
on a chemical compound called "Tobacco :Mosaic Viru ." This is a substance which has been synthesized and
crystalizcd in the laboratory by using
, chemical matter. Yet it bears re0
markable similarity to the virus, as.
sumed to be li\·ing matter, wh1ch causes
a spreading disease in the tobacco plant.
It has also been proved to be of pro-

I

Thomas Corrigan
In his Sophomore year he was made Drum Major of the Band, and went to the
semi-finals of the Debate Tournament. Again he was selected a a member
of the Dance Committee. At the beginning of his Junior year he was elected
President of the Band and reelected to the same office again this year. Tom really
came to the front in the Oratorical Society by going to the finals o£ the Debate
Tournament and by being selected to be a member of the team to represent Carroll on a trip through the East.

By Paul

night in the Gniversily auditorium Rev. Arthur E.

c\.:lll., . poke on ''Unionism in an Evolving Society.'' Fr. Gleason, ex-

the workers' efforts to adju t themselves
and their organization to fit in and to
cope with the changes in our industrial
system . . . 1 ow craft unions and industrial unions stage fierce fights, which
hinder progress. The future of unionism
lies in the way industry itself evolves,
on the friendliness of opposition, and on
the willin<nJess of present leaders to ad"''
just claims and demands at their personal loss but for the gain of labor at
large."
Fr. Gleason also showed how warfare
between Unions is harmful to the Employer, to Labor, and to the Public, exposing the savagery of the "Mohawk Valley Plan" for opposition to Unionism.

After graduating from St. Ignatius,
Tom chose John Carroll as the school
at which he would continue his higher
education. In his Freshman year, he
joined the Glee Club, The Classical
Club, The Sodality and The Oratorical
Society. He was also a member of the
Freshman Dance Committee, and was
elected Class Secretary, an office that
he has held for four years.

• •

La~t

Science Club
Acquires Set
of Pictures

My eyes are burning. :Maybe if I lay my head on
(Contimte~ 011 Page 6)

Smoke 20 fraa-raot pipeful. of Prince
Albert. If you don't find it the melloweat,
tutieat pipe tobacco you eve!' amoked,
retW"n the pocket tin with the reat of the
tobacco in it to ua at any time withi.n a
month from tbia date, and we wiU refund
full purchase price, plua po1ta1e. (Si,.ned)
R. J. Reynolds Tob&cco Compaay,
Winston- S&lem, North Carolina

SO MILD
SO TASTY

SO FRAGRANT

· ·•
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Vincent's Reverie
( Cotllitmed from Page 5)

my arms and shut my eyes--Ah!
Makes me glad I'm sleepy--

Such luxury!

Such complete relaxation.

Gee, Betty, you're a smooth dancer. You remind me of free verse: You don't
seem to have any feet. I wi h this dance would never end. Oh, oh! Here comes
somebody-No. l\fr: Budelhausen, you positively can't cut in . Betty has always
led a sheltered and secluded life and I won't have you filling her head with
tangents and secants and radius vectors. I said 'no', 11r. Budelhausen. :t\o, no!
NO I!
"Wh-wh-what's wrong, Charlie? "Why's everybody staring and laughing? ---I
didn't! I actually hollered 'No!' out loud? No!"
1
Wish I could sink into the floor or squeeze into the inkwell. I feel like I've got
a fever. Look at old Budelhausen now. Letting 'em laugh, the old fiend. \Vhy
doesn't he keep order in the classroom?
They've stopped at last. I guess the lecture must be going on---I don't know.
I'm too sleepy to care. Maybe I can rest one eye at a time. First the right one
--Ah! it feels fine. But the left one is smarting something awful. Better give
it it's turn--This is hard work. One at a time--right--left--Oh, you here again, Betty? Listen, sister, haven't you caused enough trouble
for one afternoon? Now run along, see? Scram!

Prom Queen
(Continued from Page 1)
Dawn. Sallot has announced that the
band will broadcast on a coast to coast
network ~r m ten to ten-thirty p. m. and
that this program will be carried in
Clevelan by station WHK. The favors
for the Prom have not been selected as
yet, but the committee assures us that
they will be worthwhile ahd that every
student would prize any one of the severa! already under consideration.

f Bill Duffin, Editor of The Carroll Nl!"ws
has a;:mounced that there will be as usual
a special edition of The Carroll Nl!"u!S
distributed at the Prom. This issue will
contain a picture of the couples attending the Prom. The picture will be taken
immediately after the dinner and the paper will be distributed shortly after midnight. This paper will also contain a
special rotogravure section and it will be
devoted solely to the Prom.

Summer Session
Offers Variety
Of New Courses

Friday, March 24, 1939

Frosh Group to
Present Plays

On Friday, 1Iay 12, the F-reshman
members of the Little Theater Society
will present two well known play in the
In anticipation of a greater demand for college auditorium. The plays arc, "The
summer school education, John Carroll Rope" and "The Game of Chc "
University announces for the 1939 e ·- Thi announcement was made at the
sion an expanded curricula. The session last meeting of the Little Theater ois designed for a greater number of per- ciety. At this same meeting it was desons with a wider variety of interc ts.
cided to hold the annual bahquct on Monday
night, May 8, at Nebons Cottage.
Besides the usual attraction the courses
are arranged to interest those persons Last year's banquet was held there and
who wish to keep abreast of the latest the place was so well liked that the decision to go there again was unanimously
de,·elopments in their particular fields.
approYed.
A feature character' tic only of the
summer session is th auditor di1·ision, According to 1fr. \\'ei s the Fre~hmen
in which the students are required only have been practicing for over a month.
to be present at cia , and are not re- Several of the boys seem very promising
as actors. These plays will gi1·e them
quired to present out ide work.
the needed experience to measure up to
A university situated in as ideal a the standard · of the L. T. S.
location as Carroll cannot help but attract a large number of people who seek There will be dancing iu addition to
to study in pleasant surroundings and a the plays. The admission is twenty-five
cool atmosphere. Bernet Hall will be cents.
utilized for campus residence of men, The members of the Freshmen group
while the fine homes surrounding the are: William Lennon, John Kilcoyne,
University offer excellent off-campus Irvin Blose, Tony Zelin ki, Joe Mandairesidence for women. Latest develop- fino, George Krupp, Peter 1fesner, Ted
ments of modern public transportation Grotkowski, Jack DeOrio, and 1Iaycr.
put Carroll within easy reach of the entire city.
and Personality Development of the
Several new course arc being offered Adolescent." An entirely new departure,
in the Education division. As reported offered by 1fr. F. J. Weiss in the Speech
here before, the Reverend John F. Gal- Department, is "Play Production," delagher, Director of the Children's Village signed to acquaint the student with the
of Parmadale, will conduct a study in fine points of scene construction, stage
"Character Formation in Group Work," design, lighting, color and make-up. Atand Henry C. Schumacher, M. D., Ph. D., tent ion will be given to critical analysis
will teach a course in "Child Guidance of plays.

•
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Union Minutes
MEETING O F MA RCH 16
Frank Devlin reported that the much
postponed pushball contest would be
held at the intramural track meet.
Bill Duffin reported that Stunt N ite
had been set for April 21 a nd that the
Presidents of each class were to appoint their respective chairmen.
Devlin was appointed by President
Lawton to take charge of the intra·
mural track meet.
George Holzheimer, James McCrystal,
Joseph Kasl.Uiic and Tom Corrigan
(Freshman) were appointed to arrange
the intramural baseball tournament.
Q;;'ge Nalley reported that all of Carroll's trophies would be brought to Carroll from Ignatius High School.
Duffin reported that the new design for
the Carroll stickers would be submitted to the Carroll Union in the next
three weeks.
May 18 was set for the Union elections.

Stunt Nigh ....
t(Coutiurtcd /roll~ Page 1)
beginnings finally crystalized into action early this year.

From it~ hazy start, Stunt N ite is now
more than a lusty infant. All the cia . es
arc busily engaged in working on their
contribution , with the seniors showing
the greatest advancement. The juniors
have a script written, but their ~kit
has not yet been cast. Both the sophomores and the fre~hrnen are laboring
on .their organization, scripting, and
castmg.

I
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VELOZ and YO.LANOA
in t!teir hmous

') "lJancc oliltc Ggarcttc"wiih
THE HAPPY COMBINATION (perf ectly balanced blend)

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
Chesterfield's can't-be -copied blend
of n1ild ripe American and aromatic
Turkish tob accos gives you all the
qualities you like in a smoke ... mildness, better taste, and pleasing aroma.
When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of men
and women more smoking pleasure . ..
why THEY SATISFY

,

... the can 't-he-copied blend ... a HAPPY COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

